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About This Content

Boid is real-time strategy at its most primal. No funds to manage or infrastructures to build. It’s a kill or be killed battle of rapid
decisions to dominate the gene pool. The single-player campaign takes you on a 10 hour quest to become the dominant species

on the planet.

Kepler 42-C. A faraway planet of little significance. At least, it was until a malfunctioning drone crashed into its ocean, forever
altering the course of life and inciting a battle to claim the planet, one microorganism at a time.

Claim vital positions to replicate and mutate into seven specialized units, such as the fast and vulnerable Scout, the explosive
Kamikaze, and the life-draining Leach. Press your enemies for weaknesses, outflank their ambushes, usurp their bases, and

amass an unstoppable swarm to overpower your adversaries.

This is more than a battle for your survival. It’s a fight for all life to come.

Fight to claim the planet in an 10-hour, single-player campaign
Available as DLC, the single-player campaign takes you on a journey to claim the planet and teaches you everything you
need to succeed in multiplayer. Only the single player campaign is paid in BOID - everything else is free.

Featured in the Multiplayer Package (free main game)
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Create the perfect skirmish with bots and four difficulty levels.
Bots allow for easy practice in multiplayer matches.

Go online with ranked, unranked, and private 1v1 matches.
Featuring a full-on league system

The more you play, the more your list of Friends & Rivals grows.
BOID keeps track of your opponents for easy challenging

Create custom maps to share, and subscribe to your favorite creators.
A fully functional level editor allows you to create your own multiplayer maps

Color blind mode for heightened game accessibility.

Super easy to pick up gameplay, no base building to worry about - it's all about mutation and classes

Rock paper scissors style class system. Do you go for the heavy/strong/slow units or for the fast/weak/rush ones?

Twitch Integration for multiplayer matches
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Ten thumbs up. You'll certainly need them all. Best game I've ever found via following steams suggestions and reviews that were
"positive". Personally I'd say it was "overwhelmingly positive". Awe-striking complexity. Loved everything about it, especially
how music and movement drives the whole mission. Also fun to have to figure out everything for yourself throught the whole
game. Beautiful graphics even my laptop could run. Ever since dowloading, I've either been playing this game or searching
steam for a way to find alike games. 10\/10!. *This review is now obsoleted. They finally included every soundtrack now, so it
is finally worth buying. I'll leave this review as the history.

If you like to buy a game soundtrack, then this is not for you. It only give you half of the soundtrack instead of all of them.
What a shame since Grey Goo OST is great. No idea why they not release all of them or have another pack for sell.. I'm Going
to Jail !. I really looked forward to this game but it should not have been released as a finished product in it's current state.
 The "tutorial" is not cohesive and shows you little or nothing about the game. The hints that pop up are not timed to coordinate
with the event on screen. Ie it will pop up and tell you how to click an item to change prices but do so when you actually have a
purchase menu open causing you to buy products rather than adjust price.
 The AI is very poor. Pedestrians will step off sidewalks at random times in front of your truck causing 2000 "point"
fines,although points are not explained at all as to how to get\/get rid of or whatever. Traffic AI is bad as well ,cutting corners
and hitting you etc etc.
 There is a lot of potential lurking under the broken shell and the game may be worth revisiting if the Devs fix the current flaws.
 As is though I do not suggest buying this game untill patches have been released.
This should have been an early access title.. Very good game! not too many bugs. This game is a love letter to anyone who loves
story rich games.I have to say i really enjoyed this game, cause nowdays story driven games are almost non-existent.If you love
story rich games and fade up from crappy micro-transaction tactics ,boring fetch quest titles,then this is the game for you.I have
no regret paying full price for this game ,as this game is absolutely amazing.
 My final thoughts of this game
 -Awesome single -player story
 - Amazing graphics and very immersive
 - The soundtracks of this game are amazing
In last i have to say if you are looking for a high action packed game , or a another horrendous battle royale then you are totally
out of luck.If you want the thrill of playing with fancy weapon skins look other places. This game reminds me why i love to play
games in the first place. Totally worth it.
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This is the most tragic game I have ever played.

The premise: You're Dave. As a child, Dave had no friends due to his quirky behavior, and so videogames became his only
company. They filled his imagination and made every day an adventure. The floor was lava. Adults were alien creatures.

One day, Dave's parents realized he was no longer pretending. Touching the floor resulted in shrieking anxiety attacks and
catatonia shortly thereafter. His tendency to pelt adults with breakfast food went from cute to terrifying once he developed the
strength to put a classmate in the hospital with a hard-boiled egg.

Dave was diagnosed with schizophrenia. His mental illness proved unresponsive to standard medication. He had to be
involuntarily committed.

But captivity did not suit Dave.

Venture forth from the confines of the psych ward and take your vengeance on the aliens who seek to deprive you of your
freedom and self-determination. But beware, getting too close allows them a chance to dose you with their sedatives. Three
doses and you're once again at their mercy, your ears filled with the wailing siren of your oppressors.

But no jail can hold Dave forever.. the skins are nice and i can finally play as the tall guy.
only down side is the girls model isn't all that different from the original one.. As a fan of Alice in Wonderland and cosplay, I
can overlook the crazy price attached to this dlc pack. 10 out of 10 would wear in real life.. RSI simulator 2017. Do you feel
relaxed? Do your hands not hurt? Ever find yourself able to ejactulate in minutes? If so, you might have symptoms for an
undetermined ailment called healthy hands. Healthy hands are not harmful, but could be deadily if left untreated. To be safe and
avoid contracting symptoms that might be similar yet totally unrelated to healthy hands, ask your doctor about RSI simulator
2017. A few hours a day may help you experience life at a more real level by rebalancing certain unknown chemicals in your
body and changing them into different unknown substances, which may or may not be toxic. Please consult your doctor to see if
this product is right for you!

Reaction and reflex game, not a true puzzle game. I find the game to be tedious, boring, and painful. The developers could have
made the game less irritating to play, but didn't.
-applause-. \u0417\u0430\u043c\u043e\u0440\u043e\u0447\u0435\u043d\u043d\u0430\u044f,
\u043f\u0440\u0438\u044f\u0442\u043d\u0430\u044f \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430.. i didnt see that its only for vive when i
bought it so i had a few issues bc i use the rift, but... if you open rift menu ingame and reset your veiw, lay down on the floor
with the headset as low as you can get it and then when you get back up in the game you will be able to play, i dont understand it
bc its for vive and not rift but yeah, on rift when you do the game it shows you under th platform and like your floating,

besides all that its an awesome vr testing game to get the full feel of your hights fear, 10-10 game for the price. Suprisingly fun
and addictive game! And extremely underrated (edited). I have no clue how this game is not more popular.
+ Amazing atmosphere
+ Fun gameplay
+ Sweet RPG elements
+ Masterful soundtrack
- AI is a bit lacking. Big fan of the SteamWorld games, but I hit a snag in this one. I found what appears to be a really frustrating
design choice for anyone coming from similar games such as Slay the Spire, etc - specifically, you can find yourself in a
situation where you are down to one character (other's are dead) and you simply cannot do anything. You don't have enough
steam to use whatever cards are available to your character (if any), and attempts to re-draw other (dead) characters' cards in
your hand over the course of 4-5 turns only results in drawing more of the dead characters' cards.

When you are 1 of 3 characters (Galleo in my case) and the only one alive, 16 out of the 24 cards in the deck (those belonging to
the dead characters) are unusable to you. That does not include cards that your character CAN use, but doesn't have enough
steam points to use (in my case, Galleo's deck - 2x mend (2 steam each), 1x wrecking ball (3 steam), 1x gigaton punch (4
steam)). In other words, every card that requires no steam to use was still in my deck - 2x steam punch, 2x shields up. So that's
20 out of 24 cards in the deck that are unusable.

I literally sat there in a boss fight with the boss at ~30% hp, myself at ~90% as the last char alive, re-drawing 2 dead characters'
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cards per turn, looking for anything to use. I went turn after turn without being able to do anything at all except for once drawing
a single steam punch (gave me 1 steam, not enough to use any cards of mine requiring steam as the lowest required 2), until I
died. I stopped playing then and there (alt+f4 out of frustration), and was about to initiate a refund request.

Instead of immediately refunding, I'll see what happens with this before I play again and cross the 2 hour mark.

My suggestion: Either remove dead character's cards from the deck so that it's not constantly full of unusable cards, or perhaps
consider a one-time full-hand discard\/redraw, instead of only being able to redraw 2 individual cards per turn.

Will change to recommend if this is addressed.. Love strange little artsy games like this. This game is basically if Aphex Twin &
Boards Of Canada got together and made a game, it's got a great aesthetic and worth the little bit of time it takes to complete..
It's a pretty good Umineko fighting game. I'm pretty sure the story isn't canon, though.
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